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Plasmonic nanostructures emerged as an appealing approach for black metal
absorbers (BMAs) to provide significant light absorption. We present the simple
and rapid fabrication of BMAs using laser-induced forward transfer of silver
nanoparticles (AgNPs). Randomly distributed plasmon silver nanostructures at a
multiscale were produced simultaneously during laser transfer, providing significant
light absorption and antireflection features. The laser-transferred BMAs exhibit
excellent absorption capacity of a value over 96% and a minimum reflection of
0.38%. A high scanning speed of 10 m/s was used that can complete the laser-
induced forward transfer (LIFT) process within 2 s for a 1 cm2 area. The nearfield light
confinement is discussed in terms of the morphology of the obtained nanostructures.
Photothermal conversion with macroscale temperature rising was demonstrated for
the LIFT process is an effective method for the industrial production of BMAs with
excellent absorption capacity.
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INTRODUCTION

Plasmonic nanostructures emerged as an appealing approach for the black metal absorber (BMA) to
provide significant light trapping and photothermal conversion in broadbands from near-ultraviolet
to infrared for tremendous demands in applications such as water desalination [1, 2], antireflection
[3–5], solar energy harvest [6–8], and thermal actuators [9]. The nanostructured metals enable
complicated subwavelength electromagnetic interactions with light that significantly enhance the
absorption of photon energy, yielding ‘black’ appearances on the macroscale [8]. Within this process,
the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) mechanism is typically employed to collect light
from an absorption cross section prominently larger than the physical dimensions and to confine
light energy into nanoscale ‘hotspots’ in-between adjacent nanostructures [10, 11]. The following
non-radiative damping process of the generated hot electrons leads to strong light absorption and a
possible generation of electron or heat energy [12, 13]. The involved physical effects highly depend
on the morphologic, dimensional, and material characteristics of the plasmonic structures in BMAs.
Therefore, considerable efforts aim to construct BMAs and engineer their morphologies for
enhanced light-management capability from macro to nanoscale in broad wavelength coverage
[5–8, 10].
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The fabrication of BMAs moves toward enhanced
performance, lower material consumption, declined cost, and
higher productivity ways. Lithographic technologies typically
yield well-ordered elemental plasmonic nanostructures [10].
Meantime, processes such as chemosynthesis [4], self-assembly
[1], transfer printing [14], and laser direct writing (LDW) [5, 6,
15–17] were used as alternatives with the possibility of yielding
orderly or randomly distributed metal nanostructures with

fascinating broader absorption bands. Among these processes,
LDW can fabricate micro–nano metal structures in situ on the
target surfaces in a high-resolution, large-scale, cost-effective, and
rapid manner that fulfills the industrial prospects [16, 18–21].
Highly reflective metal surfaces can be tuned to black metals by
laser inducing well-controlled metallic structures at a multiscale
[5]. In some dual-scale structures, the larger features function as
the skeleton of the entire surface architecture, while the finer sub-
structures fill or cover the skeleton. The synergetic effects of
micro–nano hierarchical metal structures [6] provide suppressive
external reflection, enhanced light trapping, and abundant
nanoscale hotspots for absorption [22]. Despite these
advantages, laser fabrication of BMAs involves protocols such
as laser ablation and laser-induced dewetting [15, 16], whereas
laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT) of metal nanostructures for
BMAs has not been reported yet.

Apart from laser ablation and laser-induced dewetting
methods that directly modify the surface morphology of the
sample surface, LIFT is an additive process that employs laser
pulses to push a fraction of materials from a donor film toward an
acceptor substrate [18, 23–25]. Metallic materials including high-
viscosity silver pastes [25] and silver nanoinks [26, 27]
demonstrate a variety of applications such as diffractive
microstructures, conductive interconnections, and flexible
electronics. Here, in this article, we present the simple and
rapid fabrication of BMAs using laser-induced forward
transfer of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs). Randomly distributed
plasmon silver nanostructures at multiscale were produced
simultaneously during laser transfer, providing significant light
absorption and anti-reflection features. A high scanning speed of
10 m/s was used that can complete the LIFT process within 2 s for
a 1 cm2 area. The nearfield light confinement is discussed in terms

FIGURE 1 | Schematic diagram of the processing system used for the
LIFT process.

FIGURE 2 | (A) Image of the laser-transferred dot array. (B) Dark-field microscope images of the transferred dots at a laser fluence from 1 to 10 J/cm2. The scale
bars indicate 200 μm. (C) Geometric dimensions as a function of laser fluence.
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of the morphology of the obtained nanostructures. Photothermal
conversion with macroscale temperature rising was demonstrated
for the laser-induced BMAs.

EXPERIMENTAL

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the processing system
used for the LIFT process. A commercial nanosecond (ns) laser
with a wavelength of 1,024 nm and a pulse duration of 20 ns was
used to fabricate the BMA at a fixed repetition rate of 110 kHz.
The laser beam was deflected by a high-speed scanning galvo
mirror and was focused by an f-theta lens with a focal length of
100 mm. The laser beam passed through the transparent donor
glass substrate onto the surface of a donor film. The donor film
used was prepared from a commercially available silver nanoink
(UTAg40 TE, UTDots Inc.). The solid content of the ink was 40%
w/v with nanoparticles of an average particle size of 10 nm. For
each donor substrate, the ink with a volume of 20 μL was spin-
coated onto a microscope glass slide at 500 rpm for 30 s and then
dried on a hotplate at 50°C for 5 min. Microscope glass slides were

used as the receiver substrates. The gap between the donor and
receiver substrates was adjusted to 50 μm.

The LIFT was performed at an ambient air environment and
room temperature with a high-scanning speed of 10 m/s. To
fabricate BMAs (areal transfer), a laser bidirectional scanning
strategy was used with a hatch distance of 10 μm. Therefore, the
LIFT process can be accomplished within 2 s for a full scan of
1 cm2 area. The laser fluence is defined as the total laser energy
per area; hereby, the laser fluence of the areal transfer was in the
range between 1 J/cm2 and 10 J/cm2. For the dot transfer,
multiple pulse irradiations were used with the pulse energy
varying from 9.1 to 90.9 μJ in corresponding to laser fluence
from 1 to 10 J/cm2 in the areal transfer.

The morphologies of the nanoparticles and microstructures
were characterized using a transmission electron microscope
(ZEISS LIBRA200) and a scanning electron microscope (ZEISS
Gemini500). Microscopic observations were conducted using an
optical microscope (Olympus BX53M). The X-ray diffraction
(XRD) patterns were obtained via an X-ray diffractometer
(PANalytical Empyrean XRD) with a Cu Kα radiation source
(λ = 1.5406 Å). The optical spectra were measured using a fiber

FIGURE 3 | (A) Laser-transfered BMA layers with the laser fluence of 1, 3, 5, 7, and 10 J/cm2. (B) SEM image of the donor film. (C) TEM image of AgNPs. SEM
images of the laser-transferred BMA films with the laser fluence of (D) 1 J/cm2, (E) 5 J/cm2, and (F) 7 J/cm2. The enlarged SEM images with the laser fluence of (G) 1 J/
cm2, (H) 5 J/cm2, and (I) 7 J/cm2.
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optic spectrometer (B&W Tek Quest X) equipped with an
integrating sphere (Thorlabs 2P4) to observe the scattered
light. Supplementary Figure S1 sketches the optical setup of
the transmission and reflection measurements. The absorption
(A) is obtained by deducing the measured transmission (T) and
reflection (R) according to the formula A=1-R-T. The thermal
observations were performed by using a thermal imaging camera
(FOTRIC 222s).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Laser-Transferred Silver Nanostructures
The first experiments were conducted to study the effect of laser
fluence. Dot deposition was performed under dynamic
conditions with a constant scanning speed of 10 m/s
(consistent with the scene of BMA fabrication). A 7×9 single
dot array was successfully transferred with various pulse energy
sets (Figure 2A). The dark-field microscope images in Figure 2B
show the detailed morphologies of the transferred dots. The
printed dots were converted from a roughly circular shape to
a comet shape as the laser fluence increased from 1 to 5 J/cm2.
Further increase in laser fluence leads to gaps in the middle of the
printed dots, even slicing the comet-shaped dots into two divided
regions. Meanwhile, some splashes and debris appear around the
dots. The phenomenon of splashing and debris is more
pronounced in a higher laser fluence. Figure 2C quantitatively
plots the geometric dimensions (the length w and width h of the
printed dots, the diameter d of the splashed area, and the width g
of the gap, as indicated in Figure 2B) as a function of pulse

energies. The deviations of the dots at the same set of laser
parameters are due to the slight variations in the laser power and
donor film thickness. The dimensions show approximately linear
growth trends at a laser fluence below 5 J/cm2 without ablated
gaps. At a laser fluence above 6 J/cm2, the ablated gaps formed
and broadened rapidly with average widths up to 138 μm.
Meanwhile, the increase in the other dimensions slows down.
Control over the dot profiles and dimensions was achieved.

The obtained comet-shaped dots at the receiver substrate are
consistent with the distribution of the multiple pulses irradiated
at the donor film that were confirmed by the microscopic images
(Supplementary Figure S2). The high scanning speed of the
galvo mirror leads to an inline distribution of the laser pulses.
Meanwhile, the high laser fluence and the asymmetrical laser
pulse duration (with a typical steep rising edge of 15 ns and a
moderate falling edge of 75 ns) may lead to anisotropic ejection
[28] of the transferred material and complex propagation of
shockwaves [29] as the laser pulse impacts the donor film. The
shockwave has significant effects on the transferred material,
which is evidenced by the incremental surrounding splashing and
debris at increased laser fluence. Therefore, the formation of the
comet-shaped dots may be due to the synergic effects of the
aforementioned factors. The gaps, which appeared at a laser
fluence above 6 J/cm2, are typically attributed to laser ablation
[30] since the intensive shockwaves are possible to damage and
remove the transferred materials in the vicinity of the focal point.
Also, laser pulses punch holes in the donor film, and the
successive laser pulses can directly irradiate the obtained
receiver substrate that can ablate the obtained Ag
nanostructures. This may also lead to an enlarged splash area.
The investigations of the aforementioned dynamics, however, fell
beyond the scope of the present study.

AgNPs were deposited into a uniform silver nanostructure
layer by areal transfer, as shown in Figure 3A. The surface
reflection of glass slides was suppressed with black
appearances. The morphology of the donor film and obtained
silver nanostructures on the receiver substrates with some typical
laser fluence are shown in SEM images in Figures 3B–I. The
images reveal that the LIFT process directly influences the
geometry of the AgNPs from continuous AgNP films to
fragmented silver nanostructures. For the low laser fluence
such as 1 J/cm2 (Figures 3D,G) and 5 J/cm2 (Figures 3E,H),
the BMA layers contain considerable AgNPs with wide size
distributions from 10 nm to 2 μm. Some aggregates, which
refer to the assemblages of AgNPs, were several micrometers
in size and randomly distributed on the receiver glass slide
surface. Considering the particle size of the donor film to be
10 nm and homogeneous, the larger AgNPs were formed through
photothermal sintering and melting mechanism during the laser
irradiation [31]. It should be noted that the 5 J/cm2 case shows a
more continuous BMA layer than the porous film in the 1 J/cm2

case. Higher laser fluence levels result in uniform distrusted
AgNP aggregates with reduced sizes to the sub-micrometer
scale. Meanwhile, the large AgNPs with sizes from several
hundred micrometers to several micrometers can be rarely
seen. This may be attributed to the smashing of the Ag
fragments into smaller pieces, and the enhanced laser ablation

FIGURE 4 | XRD patterns of the donor film (0 J/cm2) and laser-
transferred nanoparticles at 5 J/cm2.
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effects which are revealed in the dot transfer observations.
Further increase in the laser fluence leads to a non-uniform
silver layer as illustrated in Supplementary Figure S3. Generally,
these micro/nano-sized particles and fractional aggregates form
multiscale three-dimensional (3D) nanostructures for BMAs, and
the morphology can be tuned by laser fluence from the porous
layer containing multiscale AgNPs and large aggregates (1 J/cm2),
to similar but continuous membrane (5 J/cm2) and to uniform
distrusted aggregates (7 J/cm2).

XRD patterns in Figure 4 compare the crystalline phases of
the donor film and the laser-transferred BMA layer. The donor
film consists of 10 nm AgNPs and has the peaks corresponding
to (111), (200), (220), and (311) planes spacing of the cubic
(3C) phase with three additional peaks corresponding to the
metastable hexagonal (4H) phase of silver. It should be noted
that an obvious 4H to 3C phase transition can be confirmed in
the pattern at 5 J/cm2 and other laser fluences (Supplementary
Figure S4A), revealing that an increase in temperature may
occur during the laser irradiation because the stability of 4H
decreases at higher temperatures [32]. A significant rise in the
intensity ratio between (200) and (111) peaks can be found in
Supplementary Figure S4B, in accordance with the sintering
and melting of the AgNPs during the LIFT process with the
formation of larger nanostructures [33]. Only slight variations
of the ratio are observed at various laser fluences. It has been

previously verified that the finally obtained BMAs have a
typical 3C silver nanocrystal feature, whereby
photothermal-induced sintering and melting play a role in
the laser transfer process.

Light Absorption of BMAs
The light absorption properties of the AgNP donor film and
the laser-transferred BMAs on glass slides are illustrated in
Figure 5. Intrinsically, the AgNP donor film surfaces exhibit a
shining greenish appearance as the inset shown in Figure 5A.
Its reflection spectrum exhibits a maximum value of 51% at
around 480 nm with limited absorption. In contrast, laser-
transferred BMAs dramatically suppress the reflection
(Figure 5B) due to the significantly enhanced absorption
(Figure 5C). At a laser fluence of 3 J/cm2, the absorption
has a maximum value of over 96% level throughout all
wavelengths from 380 to 850 nm. The corresponding
reflection is below 1.69%. As the laser fluence increase, the
BMAs shows some slight decrease in the reflection with a
minimum value of sub 0.38% level at a laser fluence of 5 J/cm2.
Further increase in the laser fluence leads to enhanced
reflection, reduced absorption, and ultimately enlarged
transmission (Figure 5D).

Generally, the multiscale metal structures can enhance the
light trapping effect and render the surfaces strong antireflection

FIGURE 5 | (A)Optical spectra of the donor film. The inset is the photograph of the donor film. (B) Reflection spectra of the laser-transferred BMA films. The inset is
the reflection at 633 nm as a function of laser fluence. (C) Absorption spectra of the laser-transferred BMA films. The inset is the absorption at 633 nm as a function of
laser fluence. (D) Transmission spectra of the laser-transferred BMA films. The inset is the transmission at 633 nm as a function of laser fluence.
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FIGURE 6 | Electromagnetic field distributions for wavelength 633 nm for (A) large AgNPs (80 and 100 nm), (B) condensed small particles (10 nm) with some
moderate particles (30 nm), (C) combination of condensed small particles (10 nm), moderate particles (30 nm), and large AgNPs (80 and 100 nm). (D) AgNP
aggregations. The scale bars indices are 100 nm.

FIGURE 7 | Photothermal conversion by the BMAs. (A) Central temperature of the BMA and glass slide as a function of time. Thermal images captured at (B) 5 s,
(C) 2 s, (D) 27 s, and (E) 37 s.
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characteristics [17]. The light trapping and LSPR are highly
dependent on their particular morphologic features.
Simulation results obtained by the 3D finite element method
(FEM) are compared in Figure 6, with four typical morphologies
in accordance with the samples in the present study, that is,
discrete large AgNPs of 80–100 nm in size (Figure 6A) and
condensed small particles of 10 nm in size with some moderate
particles of 30 nm in size (Figure 6B) that is similar to the donor
film case (Figure 3B), a combination of aforementioned large
AgNPs and condensed smaller particles (Figure 6C), which is
similar to the 1 and 5 J/cm2 cases (Figures 3G,H), and
aggregations (Figure 6D) that exist in the 1–7 J/cm2 cases
(Figures 3D–F). The nanoparticles were colored as black
spheres to improve visibility in the electric distribution figures.
It can be seen that the particles with combined sizes and the
aggregates can provide more condensed hotspots than the case
with large particles and the case that contains only smaller
particles.

It is known that AgNPs can form the LSPR phenomenon
(Figure 6A), where the absorption bands are usually narrow.
The coupling between adjacent particles further enhances the
absorption bands and provides an improved field enhancement
with bright hotspots in the narrow gaps [4]. The donor film
(Figure 3B) of condensed small particles (10 nm) with some
larger particles (30 nm) on the top shows randomly distributed
tiny hot spots (Figure 6B), providing the absorption over a wide
wavelength range. However, the simplex structure can only
result in limited properties, which is consistent with the
spectra of the donor film in Figure 5A. Therefore, for the
laser-transferred BMAs with randomly distributed structures
(Figures 3D–I), two more factors are further attributed to the
excellent absorption characteristics. First, the synergetic effects
of multiscale AgNPs generally possess abundant 3D hotspots in
multi-sizes (Figure 6C) and spaces. Second, the Ag aggregates
provide larger and more complex 3D morphologies that enable
stronger coupling among aggregates and AgNPs (Figure 6D).
Ultimately the synergetic effects of the multiscale particles and
aggregates enhance the absorption that makes laser-transferred
silver black.

A demonstration was provided to show the photothermal
conversion by laser-transferred BMAs. Under laser (633 nm,
400 mW/cm2) illumination of the sample shown in Figure 2A
and the inset in Figure 7A, the temperature at the BMA surface
increased rapidly to a value of 40.8°C in 27 s. Figures 7B–E
verified the light-to-heat conversing enhancement of the
BMAs with a distinct temperature boundary between the
BMA area and the bare glass slide area. Heat dispersion was
also observed as the decrease in the surface temperature when
the laser was off. The heat dispersions also blur the sharpness
of the thermal pattern. The images taken by the thermal
imaging camera also exhibit the uniformity of the
transferred BMAs.

CONCLUSION

Herein, we present the simple and rapid fabrication of BMAs
using laser-induced forward transfer of silver nanoparticles
(AgNPs). Randomly distributed plasmon silver nanostructures
at a multiscale were produced simultaneously during laser
transfer, providing significant light absorption and
antireflection features. The laser-transferred BMAs exhibit
excellent absorption capacity of a value over 96% and a
minimum reflection of 0.38%. A high scanning speed of 10 m/
s was used that can complete the LIFT process within 2 s for a
1 cm2 area. The nearfield light confinement is discussed in terms
of the morphology of the obtained nanostructures, revealing that
the LSPR phenomenon, the synergetic effects of multiscale
AgNPs, and the complex 3D morphologies of the aggregations
can be attributed to the high absorption. Photothermal
conversion with macroscale temperature rising was
demonstrated for the laser-induced BMAs. The results
indicated that LIFT is an effective method for the industrial
production of BMAs with excellent absorption capacity.
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